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and bring in Charles the Fifth's opinion, speaking to the
Portuguese of their trade to the East Indies, who said that
they were the enemies to Christendom for they carried away
the treasure of Europe to enrich the heathen"x. The
industrial depression, which began in 1620 2, directed attention
to the Company, since the crisis was attributed to a scarcity
of money for which the East India trade was held partially
responsible s. The commissioners appointed to investigate
the causes of the widespread unemployment were instructed
to " consider by what means that trade which is specious in
show may really and truly be made profitable to the public
without exhausting the treasure of our kingdom " *. The
attacks upon the Company were continued throughout the
seventeenth into the eighteenth century. Defoe, for example,
wrote that " exporting such quantities of bullion in specie
must certainly make it a public nuisance, a burthen to trade,
and a danger to the nation " 5. As late as 1704 the House
of Commons resolved " that a restraint be laid upon the
exportation of bullion to the East Indies " 6. Its action is
explained in a contemporary letter : " Parliament has been
hard upon the East India Company about the exportation
of bullion. Our war with Spain, by hindering the importation
of bullion, has made it very scarce here ; nevertheless the
Company procure sufficient for their use, as they say, from
Holland. It has been thought, however, that they melt down
English coin and send it by stealth to Holland in order to
bring it back as foreign bullion ; and Parliament to-day,
after debate, has restrained them from exporting it to a
greater value than £150,000, unless in manufactures. This
is a fatal stroke to them " 7.
To meet the criticisms of the bullionists, the Company
adopted the line of argument most likely to influence the
economic opinion of the day. Elizabeth's charter had stipu-
lated that the Company should return home as much * value
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